ROCO’s newest adventure: a musical scavenger hunt!

Weaving our music through the landscape, providing a soundtrack for Houston's most historic waterway!

ROCO is Shaping the future of classical music by energizing, modernizing, and personalizing the concert experience.

Explore 40 stops along many miles of trails and discover musical selections from ROCO's many years of live performance recordings curated specifically for the landmarks and public art of Buffalo Bayou. Simply open your smartphone camera and place it over the QR codes to participate in a musical scavenger hunt! An example here takes you to the main page for ROCO on Buffalo Bayou.

ROCO is a dynamic and innovative professional music ensemble that flexes from 1 to 40 players from all over the US and Canada, with guest artists from around the world. Performing intimate concerts in dozens of venues, ROCO is broadcast regularly on American Public Media’s Performance Today. ROCO’s debut album, Visions Take Flight, was recognized for a GRAMMY® Award for Producer of the Year,-Best Classical Album. ROCO was ranked number one in the nation for programming women composers and number two for composers of color along with surpassing 100 world premiere commissions.

ROCO is broadcast regularly on American Public Media’s Performance Today. ROCO’s debut album, Visions Take Flight, was recognized for a GRAMMY® Award for Producer of the Year, Best Classical Album.

Explore 40 stops along many miles of trails and discover musical selections from ROCO’s many years of live performance recordings curated specifically for the landmarks and public art of Buffalo Bayou. Simply open your smartphone camera and place it over the QR codes to participate in a musical scavenger hunt! An example here takes you to the main page for ROCO on Buffalo Bayou.

ROCO is a dynamic and innovative professional music ensemble that flexes from 1 to 40 players from all over the US and Canada, with guest artists from around the world. Performing intimate concerts in dozens of venues, ROCO is broadcast regularly on American Public Media’s Performance Today. ROCO’s debut album, Visions Take Flight, was recognized for a GRAMMY® Award for Producer of the Year, Best Classical Album.

Weaving our music through the landscape, providing a soundtrack for Houston’s most historic waterway!

The most fun you can have with serious music! roco.org
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